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 The city is a crime-ridden metropolis. Apart from the common crimes like robbery and extortion, the city also has its share of huge cases that involve high-profile people. One of the prominent areas in the city has been a hotspot of such cases. The people who were close to the politician and former minister have now fallen victim to the fierce glare of the police. However, their fight isn’t over yet. A
new case against the politician, a former minister and an influential industrialist surfaced when the police raided their properties. It is now being said that the trio is associated with big-time crime that involves politicians and their close associates. While investigating the bigger conspiracy that involved industrialists, the police found an armory with great power and wealth. The investigation team

believes that the arms were meant to eliminate some influential persons. The case is on and the cops have begun to dig deeper. The police team investigating the case has found that all the three suspects had links with the underworld dons. It is being said that they were associated with some of the biggest gangs that conduct illegal activities in the city and outside. The latest raid in Thane revealed that
the arms were worth around Rs 8 crore. After arresting the suspects, the police confiscated the weapons and sealed their properties. An arms haul that has been mostly built with sophisticated arms is a good lead in this case. It is expected that the police would soon crack this case and get hold of the mastermind. 2) The Police are aware that JPC is fixating its attention on cracking the arms’ case, which

is going to be a blockbuster, as all the three accused are charged with major crimes including murder. What makes the case more interesting, is the many clues and leads that the police have gathered and are currently looking into. 3) The task force team including DCP Patnaik, DCP G N Patel and DYO Bajpai have their eyes peeled on all the clues and developing leads. A few raids have been
conducted in the past few days including Thane, to nab the key accused. 4) The police are of the firm belief that the arms are not the only weapon in their arsenal. Many other arms are being kept in safekeeping. Most of the arms are currently in the possession of either the accused, the middlemen or the goons that are closely associated with the politician and his close associates. The police is currently

trying to find out the source 82157476af
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